(FYBBA-(CA) (SEM-I)

COURSE OUTCOME
I)Modern Operating Environment And MS-Office
CO1

To Provide Basic Knowledge of Peripheral Devices.

CO2

To become aware about Basic Knowledge of System software &
Application Software.
To learn Basic Knowledge of Wired And Wireless Media

CO3

II) Financial Accounting
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5

To impart basic accounting knowledge
To develop skills of Accounting Practices .
To gain knowledge of new Accounting trends &Technology
To make the students aware about various activities of business, business practices
and recent trends in business world
To make the student well acquainted with current financial practices

III)Programming Principles &Algorithm
CO1

To develop Analytical / Logical Thinking

CO2

To become capable for Problem Solving

IV) Business Communication
CO1

To know the concept of electronic commerce

CO2
CO3

To acquaint the students with concepts, issues and various aspects of
e-commerce .
To know the concept of Cyber Law & Cyber Jurisprudence

CO4

To know Internet marketing techniques

V) Principles of Management

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

To provide conceptual knowledge to the students regarding nature,
complexity and various functions of management
To give historical perspective of management
To gain some basic knowledge on recent trends and international
aspects of management
To observe and evaluate the influence of historical forces on the current
practice of management

FYBBA-(CA) SEM-II
I) Procedure Oriented Programming using C
CO1

To develop Problem Solving abilities using computers

CO2

To understand basic principles of programming

CO3

To develop skills for writing programs using ‘C’

II) Database Management System
CO1

To understand data processing using computers

CO2

To learn basic organization of data using files

CO3

To understand creations, manipulation and querying of data in databases

III) Organizational Behavior
CO1
CO2

To equip the students to understand the impact that individual, group &
structures have on their behavior within the organizations
To help them enhance and apply the knowledge they have received for the
betterment of the organization

IV)Computer Application in Statistics
CO1
CO2

CO3

To understand the power of excel spreadsheet in computing summery
statistics
To understand the concept of permutation & combination & their use in
business.
To understand the concept of probability, probability distribution &
simulation in decision making in business.

V) E-Commerce
CO1

To know the concept of electronic commerce

CO2
CO3

To acquaint the students with concepts, issues and various aspects of
e-commerce .
To know the concept of Cyber Law & Cyber Jurisprudence

CO4

To know Internet marketing techniques

